Primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG) is a key probe of the origins of primordial fluctuations in the early universe. It has been shown that multi-tracer measurements of large-scale structure can produce high-precision measurements of PNG. Future line intensity mapping surveys are well-suited to these measurements owing to their ability to rapidly survey large volumes and access the large scales at which PNG becomes important. In this paper, we explore for the first time how multi-tracer PNG measurements with intensity mapping surveys depend on the sub-galactic scale physics which drives line emission. We consider an example cross-correlation between CO maps, and find that the choice of astrophysical models has a substantial impact on f NL measurements at sufficiently high signal-to-noise. This in effect creates a coupling between horizon-scale PNG measurements and the molecular cloud-scale interstellar medium. We discuss how these effects depend on noise level and survey design. We further find that the cross-correlation shot noise, an effect nearly unique to intensity mapping measurements, plays an important role in multi-tracer analyses and cannot be neglected.
INTRODUCTION
In the current concordance model of cosmology, the earliest phase of cosmic history is an epoch of rapid inflation, when the Universe expanded much more quickly than any time after. In addition to explaining the observed flatness and homogeneity of the Universe, the inflationary paradigm also provides a source for the primordial density perturbations which sourced its large-scale structure. However, despite its utility as a model, the actual mechanism behind inflation remains unknown.
One key observable which can be used to distinguish between different inflation models is primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG). The simplest models of cosmic inflation predict a Gaussian primordial density field, so any measurement of non-Gaussian initial conditions provides a powerful discriminant between early universe models (see, e.g., Bartolo et al. 2004; Chen 2010) . We can quantify deviations from Gaussianity using a shape function and an amplitude f NL . In this work we will examine local-type PNG (Gangui et al. 1994; Verde et al. 2000; Komatsu & Spergel 2001) , which measures correlations between E-mail: rhliu@phas.ubc.ca very long-and short-wavelength density modes. This specific shape is a powerful probe of multi-field inflation models, as single-field models predict very little PNG of this type (Maldacena 2003; Creminelli & Zaldarriaga 2004) . Currently, the best constraints on local PNG come from via the Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et al. 2019) . Planck was able to produce a constraint of f local NL = −0.9 ± 5.1 from the latest CMB temperature and polarization measurements. This result is consistent with mostly Gaussian primordial fluctuations, ( f NL = 0). However, a greater accuracy than even this is desired in order to fully constrain the behavior of PNG, with σ f NL ∼ 1 as the desired goal.
To go beyond the Planck constraints, we can use a specific behavior that PNG is known to produce in the twopoint statistics of biased large-scale structure tracers. Localtype PNG produces a strongly scale dependent bias on very large scales (Dalal et al. 2008; Matarrese & Verde 2008; Slosar et al. 2008) . Typically, this feature is sought after in large galaxy surveys (see, e.g. Slosar et al. 2008; Camera et al. 2013 Camera et al. , 2015 Raccanelli et al. 2015; Alonso et al. 2015; Amendola et al. 2018) . Though this signature provides a distinctive probe of primordial physics, the fact that it only appears on very large scales makes it challenging to measure in practice. The finite volume of the observable universe limits the number of density modes available on very large scales.
In this paper we combine two methods which have been individually proposed for accessing this large-scale information. The first is multi-tracer analysis (Seljak 2009; McDonald & Seljak 2009; Hamaus et al. 2011; Abramo & Leonard 2013) . It has been shown that, though measurements of a single tracer are dominated by cosmic variance on large scales, cross-correlations between tracers with different biases face no such limitation. In a single-tracer analysis, the error budget is limited by the number of modes available, which becomes relatively small at large scales. With two tracers, however, there is additional information in each individual mode which can be arbitrarily increased by improving signal to noise.
The second method we will examine is line intensity mapping (LIM) (Kovetz et al. 2017) . Noise in a galaxy survey is set by how many galaxies can be detected, so a high-quality f NL measurement requires directly imaging large numbers of sources over huge volumes. LIM provides an alternative method which can map large areas with less onerous sensitivity requirements. Rather than observing individual sources, LIM surveys map the large-scale fluctuations in the intensity of a chosen emission line, obtaining three-dimensional information by observing at may closelyspaced frequencies. In this way, LIM is sensitive to the aggregate emission from all sources within a given volume. LIM surveys, with their ability to access large scales, have been shown to provide significant constraining power on f NL (Camera et al. 2013; Camera & Padmanabhan 2019; .
Recent years have seen the development of a large number of intensity mapping experiments targeting several different emission lines. The most commonly targeted line is the 21 cm hyperfine line emitted by neutral hydrogen (Pritchard & Loeb 2012) , which has been successfully mapped in crosscorrelation with galaxy surveys by the Green Bank (Chang et al. 2010; Masui et al. 2013; Switzer et al. 2013) and Parkes (Anderson et al. 2018) telescopes. Recently, a number of experiments have been developed targeting other lines, including rotational transitions of carbon monoxide molecules Pullen et al. (2013) ; Breysse et al. (2014) ; Li et al. (2016) ; Keating et al. (2016) , the bright 158 µm C ii fine-structure line (Gong et al. 2012; Uzgil et al. 2014; Silva et al. 2015; Chung et al. 2018; Dumitru et al. 2019; Padmanabhan 2019; Yue & Ferrara 2019) , and several others (Pullen et al. 2014; Visbal et al. 2015; Comaschi & Ferrara 2016; Fonseca et al. 2017; Gong et al. 2017; Silva et al. 2018; Sun et al. 2019) . For an overview of the current experimental landscape, see Kovetz et al. (2019) and references therein.
It has been widely demonstrated in the literature that many of the science goals of LIM surveys are substantially enhanced through the use of cross-correlations, whether between intensity maps of different lines or between intensity maps and other observables such as galaxy surveys. In the near term, cross-correlations can increase detection significance and help with signal validation and foreground removal (Masui et al. 2013; Croft et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2019; Ade et al. 2020 ). On top of this, it has been shown that cross-correlations can add information inaccessible to either individual tracer, most notably about the interstellar medium (ISM) of emitting galaxies (Serra et al. 2016; Switzer 2017; Wolz et al. 2017; Breysse & Rahman 2017; Beane et al. 2019; Breysse & Alexandroff 2019; Wolz et al. 2019) and their surrounding intergalactic medium (Lidz et al. 2011; Feng et al. 2017; Heneka et al. 2017; Fialkov et al. 2020) . The specific case we focus on here, that of multi-tracer PNG measurements, was studied by Fonseca et al. (2018) for a hypothetical correlation between intensity maps of the Lyα and Hα lines. This calculation, however, relied only on a single model for each of the target lines, effectively fixing the ISM conditions in their model. Here we will more broadly explore the significant impact that sub-galactic line emission physics can have on PNG measurements with LIM data.
One can immediately see a potential problem in seeking to combine LIM measurements with multi-tracer methods: Since LIM surveys by definition trace every source in a target population, how is it possible to obtain two populations with different biases? The answer comes from the fact that, by mapping line intensities, LIM surveys weight each galaxy by its line luminosity. This means that, if we have intensity maps of two lines where different populations are bright in each line, we can benefit from the multi-tracer cosmic variance cancellation. There is therefore a coupling between the sub-galactic scale physics which drives line luminosity and our ability to measure the horizon-scale imprint of PNG. As the interstellar medium dynamics of high-redshift galaxies remains quite poorly understood, we will seek here to explore the ways in which sub-galactic processes may influence PNG measurements.
We find a number of ways in which this effect makes LIM measurements differ from those of conventional surveys. First, we find that astrophysical effects are subdominant to instrument noise effects except in futuristic, high-signal-tonoise (SNR) observations. With sufficient SNR, however, we do find that varying the luminosity-weighted bias for one line in a multi-tracer measurement can improve measurements of f NL by ∼ 50% or more for reasonable astrophysical models. Another key effect comes from the unique way shot noise, the error due to the finite number of line emitters, appears in intensity maps. In galaxy surveys, shot noise simply scales with the number of galaxies surveyed. In LIM, however, we always are sensitive to every galaxy, so shot noise is fixed and determined by the same astrophysics which sets the bias. Finally, in multi-tracer LIM, every galaxy by definition appears in both surveys, leading to a non-negligible shot noise term in the cross-spectrum not present in galaxy surveys.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the formal mathematical approach to the twopoint statistic problem and the resulting key effects. We then further our analysis with a simulated multi-tracer Line-Intensity mapping model, which we describe in Section 3. We present the results of our example model in Section 4, and discuss the potential scientific implications in Section 5. We then conclude this work in Section 6.
FORMALISM
We begin by examining formally how the two-point statistics of intensity maps differ qualitatively from the more familiar galaxy survey case.
Galaxy Surveys
As mentioned above, the signature we seek to measure is an excess in the power spectrum of some large-scale structure tracer on very large scales. The typical tracers used for this measurement are samples of directly detected galaxies. Maps are made of the density contrast δ g (x) ≡ (n(x) − n) /n, where n(x) is the comoving number density of the galaxy sample as a function of position. Galaxies represent a biased tracer of large scale structure, in that
where δ m is the density contrast of dark matter (see Desjacques et al. 2018 , and references therein for a review). The power spectrum of such a biased tracer can be written as
where the tilde denotes a Fourier transform, V is the survey volume, n is the mean number density of galaxies in a given survey area, and 1 n is the Poisson shot noise caused by the randomness in the galaxy positions. The underlying dark matter density field δ m is assumed to have power spectrum P m .
For linear scales and Gaussian initial conditions, the bias b(k) is scale independent. However, as stated above, non-zero PNG will leave a correction to the halo bias, introducing a scale-dependent term on large scales. We can write the galaxy bias as
where b 0 is the scale-independent linear bias and f NL is the parameter which sets the strength of the non-Gaussianity. For local PNG, we have
with δ c = 1.686 as the spherical collapse threshold at z = 0, while H 0 is the Hubble parameter, c is the speed of light, T(k) is the normalized matter transfer function and D(z) is the linear growth factor normalized to be D(0) = 1 (Dalal et al. 2008; Matarrese & Verde 2008; Slosar et al. 2008; Afshordi & Tolley 2008) . The k −2 dependence in Eq. (4) means that the dominant impact of local PNG in the power spectrum comes at the largest scales. However, these scales can be difficult to access as these large-scale modes will typically be dominated by cosmic variance. It has been shown in the literature, however, that the cross-correlation of two tracer populations with different biases can suppress this cosmic variance effect and improve f NL measurements. If we have two independent galaxy samples with biases b 1 and b 2 , the cross-spectrum is
Shot noise can be thought of the correlation of each galaxy with itself, so as long as the two samples are entirely disjoint there is no shot noise in the cross-spectrum. Combining the auto-and cross-spectra, we can compute the covariance matrix for the two correlated density fields δ 1 and δ 2 :
where we have suppressed the k dependence in the second equality for readability.
Intensity Mapping
Because intensity maps weight each galaxy by its line luminosity, the picture becomes slightly more complicated. We will now discuss the multi-tracer method for intensity maps. Consider a map of line intensity T 1 (x) in brightness Temperature units The auto power spectrum of such a map is given by
The entire spectrum is weighted by the sky-averaged intensity of each line T, which we can express as
where dn/dM is the halo mass function (Tinker et al. 2008) we have assumed that a halo of mass M has a line luminosity L(M). C LT is the conversion factor between luminosity density and observed intensity for sources at redshift z, given by
for surveys which use brightness temperature units and
for those which use flux units, where c is the speed of light, k B is Boltzmann's constant, ν is the rest frequency of the target line, and H(z) is the Hubble parameter at redshift z.
We are still mapping biased tracers, but now the contribution of each source to the average bias is weighted by
where b(M) is the halo bias as a function of mass (Tinker et al. 2010) . The b(M) factor is modified in PNG by the same scale dependent modification term as the galaxy survey case, defined in Equation 4. Lastly, P shot , the Poisson noise contribution in the power spectrum is written as:
We also note that although the Poisson noise component in a galaxy survey can be reduced by increasing the number density of surveyed galaxies, the Poisson shot noise component is irreducible in the case of intensity mapping as all line emission sources are already included in an intensity map. For a detailed derivation of the intensity mapping auto-spectrum, see the appendix of Breysse & Alexandroff (2019) . Just as in the galaxy survey case, we can perform a multi-tracer analysis by cross-correlating two intensity maps. For the convenience of the reader, a detailed derivation of the cross spectrum between two intensity maps is provided in Appendix A, and can be expressed as:
Note the additional cross-shot term P shot × . This term originates due to the self-correlation of sources in both intensity maps. Unlike the galaxy survey case, intensity maps take contribution from all sources in the observed field, and both tracers will contain emission from the same sources, yielding a term given by,
Up to this point, we have assumed that the line luminosity of a halo is entirely determined by its halo mass. In reality, we expect there to be some scatter around an average L(M) relation (Li et al. 2016) . For simplicity, we will neglect this effect with one exception. If we allow line luminosities to have some stochasticity, then it is possible for the luminosities of two different tracer lines to scatter in different directions, which will have the effect of decreasing the correlated shot noise. In the most extreme limit where sources bright in one line are always faint in the other, we approach the P shot × = 0 limit for completely independent populations (see Figure 1 for an illustration). To account for this effect, we include a constant s × which ranges from unity in the case of deterministic L(M) relations to zero in the highly-scattered disjoint case.
With the auto and cross spectra defined, we can explicitly write the covariance matrix of two intensity fields,
With the auto and cross shot power spectra defined in Equations 12 and 14.
We need then to add the final key ingredient which distinguishes intensity maps from typical galaxy surveys, which is noise. We will assume here that both surveys have thermal white noise throughout, and that the noise is uncorrelated between the two surveys. This gives a noise covariance matrix
where P N is the noise power spectrum of an intensity mapping survey. We leave for future work any discussion of non-Gaussian noise contributions, including any effect of foreground contamination.
Uncorrelated Sources (P shot × = 0)
Fully Correlated Sources (P shot × = 1) Figure 1 . Simulated galaxy populations illustrating the two extreme cases of s × = 0 (top) and s × = 1 (bottom). In the top panel, galaxies which emit in one line do not emit in the other, and there is no correlated shot power. In the bottom panel, every galaxy emits in both lines, and there is significant correlated shot noise.
Fisher Forecasts
We utilise the Fisher formalism to estimate how well the multi-tracer approach can measure σ f NL . For a set of parameters θ i , the Fisher matrix at wavenumber k is:
Where C and N are the signal and noise covariance matrices, defined in Equations 15 and 16. The notation C ,θ denotes the derivative of C with respect to parameter θ. The total Fisher information is then given by summing over k bins:
where
is the number of independent Fourier modes in a bin centered at k with width ∆k for a survey spanning comoving volume V surv . We are concerned here with exploring the effects of our multi-tracer intensity mapping analysis specifically on f NL . We will therefore only forecast errors on f NL , assuming all other model parameters are known. The error we obtain is simply
We can see from that the differences between intensity mapping and galaxy survey analysis for our purposes are encoded entirely in the differences between the covariance matrices in Eqs. (6) and (15, 16) . Specifically, we identify three key new effects in the intensity mapping case which have not been considered before:
• Dependence on L(M)-In the conventional multitracer case, one typically selects a population of galaxies with relatively comparable biases. In the LIM case, we select all galaxies by definition and any difference in bias comes from differences in L(M) for the two different lines. If the two lines have the same L(M) distribution, then they will have the same biases, and we lose the cosmic variance benefits of the multi-tracer analysis (see Appendix B for more information). The sub-galactic physics which sets L(M) also determines the level of shot noise in a survey, complicating the effects on f NL .
• Presence of Instrumental Noise-The noise level in a galaxy survey sets the total number of sources which can be detected, but doesn't make any additional contribution to the power spectrum beyond that. This extra term will be sensitive to hardware and survey design factors.
• Cross-shot noise-As noted above, the cross-spectra between intensity maps will generically have a nonzero shot noise term which is not present in the galaxy survey case. This changes the degeneracy structure of C significantly, and provides an additional path by which sub-galactic astrophysics can affect f NL measurements.
EXAMPLE MODEL
It can clearly be seen from Section 2 that the σ f NL obtainable by a multi-tracer LIM analysis strongly depends both on the emission models assumed for the two lines and on the exact characteristics of the two surveys. Even the overall amplitude of high-redshift line emission is highly uncertain (see, e.g. Breysse et al. 2014; Chung et al. 2018) , let alone how it is distributed between haloes of different masses. Given this lack of knowledge, it is currently difficult to predict which lines will have substantially different average biases. On top of that, the unique impacts of multi-tracer samplevariance cancellation only come into play at high signal-tonoise, meaning that any quantitative discussion of the effects described above will likely only be relevant for future LIM experiments. We will therefore not attempt here to fully explore the vast parameter space covered by these two uncertainties, but will focus on a single representative example of a multi-tracer LIM forecast. The qualitative results we obtain here can be used to gain intuition about future analyses as models become more refined and instruments grow more sensitive.
Our goal is to find a pair of lines for which L(M) differs in shape, not just in amplitude. For our example, we will focus on a pair of rotational transitions of the CO molecule. There is evidence that the slope of the CO/FIR luminosity ratio varies substantially for different CO transitions (Greve et al. 2014 ), which would lead to different L(M) shapes. Specifically, we choose to study maps of the 115 GHz CO(1-0) line and the 920 GHz CO(8-7) line. Currently, the COMAP experiment is observing at ν obs ∼ 30 GHz, and several surveys including CCAT-prime, TIME, and CONCERTO tar- get ν obs ∼ 250 GHZ. With these observing frequencies, CO(1-0) and (8-7) will overlap at z ∼ 3. It is reasonable to assume that these frequency bands will continue to be targeted by future experiments. We will therefore examine hypothetical future versions of COMAP and CCAT-prime and study how σ f NL depends on our choice of instrument and model parameters.
CO Models
In order to forecast σ f NL for our CO surveys, we need to assume a form of L(M) for the two lines. For our demonstration, we adopt the double power-law mass-luminosity model from Padmanabhan (2018):
We note the slight change in notation compared to Padmanabhan (2018), to avoid confusion with the bias parameter b and noise covariance matrix N. The free parameters amplitude A(z), turnover mass M 1 (z), low mass slope y 1 (z) and high mass slope y 2 (z) each carry redshift dependence given by
y 1 (z) = y 1, 10 + y 1, 11 z z + 1
y 2 (z) = y 2, 10 + y 2, 11 z z + 1
The fiducial values for the free parameters described are given in Table 1 , with the fitting method used to define the parameters described in Padmanabhan (2018) . The resulting mass-luminosity model is plotted in Figure 2 , along with the effects of varying y 1 and y 2 parameters. We assume a minimum halo mass M min = 10 9 M , which is consistent with other literature models.
The model above is intended to predict L(M) for the CO(1-0) line. Rather than attempt to create a separate, Padmanabhan (2018) . We display the propagated uncertainties at z = 2.83 for the convenience of the reader.
highly uncertain model for CO(8-7), we will instead simply assume the same set of parameters for both lines, and examine how σ f NL changes as we vary the CO(8-7) model. For a 'reasonable' range of parameter values, we will use the 2σ range given by the Padmanabhan (2018) parameter uncertainties. For the remainder of this paper, P 1 will refer to the CO(1-0) power spectrum which we hold constant and P 2 will refer to the CO(8-7) power spectrum which we vary. It should be noticed that our primary interest here is the multi-tracer effect, we are less interested in the overall signal-to-noise ratio attainable for any one experiment. More detailed and specific forecasts can be found in Moradinezhad . In order to isolate the multi-tracer impacts from overall signal-to-noise effects, we will always vary the amplitude A of the CO(8-7) model at the same time as any of the other shape parameters in such a way that the mean intensity T remains constant.
For both tracers, we utilise the Tinker mass function and bias models (Tinker et al. 2008 (Tinker et al. , 2010 . The relevant matter power spectra P m (k) are computed using CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000) .
Survey Designs
Here we describe our example survey designs. In order to focus on cosmic variance effects on the f NL constraints, we consider hypothetical futuristic versions of the COMAP and CCAT-prime experiments. We consider the modified version of COMAP (Li et al. 2016) to have a 10 m aperture with N det = 1000 detectors, observing over the current frequency range of 26-34 GHz (corresponding to z = 2.38 − 3.42 for CO(1-0)). We further assume a total run time of t obs = 2×10 4 hours. A similar set of futuristic COMAP survey parameters were used in Moradinezhad to constrain σ f NL to order unity. Other survey parameters are left unchanged from COMAP Phase 1, and are described in Table  2 .
In COMAP-type surveys, the noise power spectrum is defined as
Where V vox is the volume of a single voxel, and
is defined as the noise in a single voxel. T sys is the system temperature, N det is the number of detectors, δν is the frequency resolution and t pix is observation time for each pixel, defined as t pix = t obs Ω pix Ω surv . Ω pix and Ω surv are the angular size of each pixel and the size of the field, respectively.
In order to cover the same redshift range as our CO(1-0) survey, we choose the frequency range of our future-CCAT to be 208-272 GHz. We somewhat arbitrarily choose with N det = 1000 detectors, and a total run time of t obs = 2 × 10 4 hours. As with the COMAP case, other survey parameters are left unchanged from the current version of CCAT prime, and are described in detail in Table 2 .
In the case of CCAT-prime, the instrumental noise power spectrum is defined slightly differently by convention. Following Chung et al. (2018) , P N is defined as:
Here V vox , t pix and N det follow the same definitions as the COMAP case, while σ pix is the on-sky sensitivity per sky pixel, specified in each survey. In CCAT prime, σ pix = 0.86 MJy/sr s 1/2 , taken from Table 1 of Chung et al. (2018) . We assume the fiducial version of both of these surveys cover the same 100 deg 2 field. As we are mainly interested in very large-scale behavior here, we conservatively cut off our analyses at k max = 0.01 Mpc −1 . This lets us ignore impacts from non-linear power or resolution limits. For the low-k limit, we scale our observed power spectra by a window function set by the survey shape, as described in Bernal et al. (2019) .
RESULTS
We now explore how the σ f NL depends on the various parameters of our example model.
Effect of Emission Model
Our arguments above show that multi-tracer effects should improve f NL measurements when the L(M)'s for our two different lines have different shapes. In order to illustrate this core principle, we will first examine a fully sample-variance dominated forecast by scaling the noise power spectra P N for both surveys by 0.0005. Figure 3 shows the results of a Fisher forecast on f NL varying the low-mass slope y 1 of the CO(8-7) line, comparing the multi-tracer analysis to the single-tracer results of each line. Note again that we have chosen to hold the CO(1-0) model P 1 constant at the fiducial model parameters above, and that we have scaled the amplitude parameter A of the CO(8-7) model to maintain constant T. All other CO(8-7) parameters are fixed at their fiducial values.
We observe from Figure 3 that for all CO(8-7) models, the multi-tracer Fisher forecast yields the same or lower σ f NL values. We also see that the multi-tracer forecasts are heavily bias-dependent, and we obtain smaller constraints for f NL when the two tracers have very different bias. As expected, when b 2 b 1 = 1 the multi-tracer σ f NL degenerates back to the single tracer case (see Appendix B). The single-tracer forecasts are also equal at this point, as our models for the two lines are identical and both noise spectra are negligible.
We see that out of the three model parameters we scaled in Figure 3 , the y 1 parameter, representing the L(M) slope for low mass, had the largest effect on σ f NL . We will thus focus on variation of y 1 alone for the remainder of this work, holding the other parameters at their fiducial values.
Effect of Instrumental Noise
Now what we have seen the baseline dependence of σ f NL on model parameters, we will explore the effects of instrument and survey design. As shown in Section 3.2, there are a number of different parameters which affect survey sensitivity. However, for our purposes, we are only interested in two properties: the overall amplitude of the noise power spectrum and the target survey volume. These are the primary effects which determine the ratio of noise to sample variance uncertainty. The P N amplitude effect is clear, decreasing P N increases the importance of sample variance. For larger survey volumes, we gain access to lower-k modes, which both have a more significant PNG contribution and more sample variance. However, changing Ω surv also will have its own impacts on P N assuming fixed sensitivity and observing time. Figure 4 shows the effects of both of these variations. All three plots show the change in σ f NL with low-mass slope. We do not plot the other L(M) parameters, but their qualitative behavior can be deduced by comparison to Fig. 3 . The different coloured lines show the results of scaling P N from the above surveys by constant factors. The central panel shows our fiducial 100 deg 2 survey, the others show the effect of changing survey area. As expected, the sharp peak around the fiducial y 1 value indicative of multi-tracer cancellation is strongest when the survey is most dominated by sample variance. Increasing the noise amplitude, whether by decreasing sensitivity or moving to larger survey area, reduces the impact of the multi-tracer effects. As we move to larger survey areas, however, the overall sensitivity to f NL increases due to the addition of more low-k modes.
Effects of Cross Shot Power Spectrum
The final property we explore is more subtle. As described previously, a key distinction between LIM and galaxy survey measurements is the presence of a non-trivial cross-shot noise term, and its amplitude depends on how strongly correlated the two line luminosities are in a given galaxy. We accounted for this correlation dependence by including a s × parameter in Eq. 14, and up to this point we have left s × = 1. We will now see what happens when we vary this quantity.
We will again make our forecasts in the high SNR limit, with the instrumental noise scaled to 0.0005 to remove any noise effects as described in Section 4.1. Figure 5 again shows the y 1 -dependence of σ f NL with different values of s × for each σ f NL curve. The reduction or absence of cross-shot power changes the degeneracy structure of the covariance matrix from Eq. (15). Even a small decrease in s × substantially decreases the strength of the multi-tracer effect. At worst, going from s × = 1 to 0 worsens the f NL constraints by ∼ 50%, going from ∼ 9 to ∼ 14. We can note, however, that σ f NL is still always better in the multi-tracer case compared to the single tracer, as the cross-correlation can only add information.
DISCUSSION
The shapes of the above multi-tracer forecasts are due to the interaction of a number of aspects of the survey design and L(M) modeling. As we have established, for very high SNR measurements, the multi-tracer case approaches the single when the two models are identical, or differ only in amplitude. But the extra information in the multi-tracer modes comes in when we vary one of the models, leading to the sharp decrease in σ f NL as we move away from the identical case. The broader shapes are determined by the relative variation of the clustering and shot-noise components of the power spectrum, which depend on integrals over L(M). The details of these variations will be highly sensitive to exactly what L(M) models are assumed. A similar correlation between bias and shot noise exists in galaxy surveys, as more abundant populations will have lower shot noise and will tend to be less biased, but the coupling is more subtle, complex, and important in the intensity mapping case.
The addition of instrument noise further complicates this behavior. Instrumental effects enter galaxy surveys by determining the faintest sources that can be detected, but since we are not attempting to detect individual galaxies, the instrument noise becomes an additional random field which is added to the map. The impact of a multi-tracer analysis therefore depends on the relative amplitudes of the clustering signal, the intrinsic shot noise, and the noise power spectrum.
The presence of P shot × in multi-tracer intensity mapping surveys has not yet been explored in much detail. However,we have seen that P shot × has important impacts on σ f NL . Future efforts must therefore take care to ensure that crossshot noise is included in this type of analysis. This is in line with other studies which have found important impacts of P shot × on other aspects of LIM cross-correlations. For example, Breysse & Rahman (2017) found that, because P shot × depends differently on L(M) than any component of the auto-spectrum, it adds substantially to attempts to study the very sub-galactic physics which complicate our analysis here. A similar term also appears in correlations between galaxy surveys and intensity maps, allowing for more detailed understanding of the connection between detected galaxies and unresolved emission (Wolz et al. 2017 (Wolz et al. , 2019 Breysse & Alexandroff 2019) .
It is important to note that our treatment of stochastic- bias 2 bias 1 Figure 4 . Bias ratio dependence of σ f NL at different observation field sizes. A larger survey area yields a lower overall constraint on f NL , but the dependence of σ f NL on bias ratios is also much smaller. As above, the grey lines represent the fiducial parameter values and uncertainties from Table 1. ity here is highly approximate, intended to be more illustrative than quantitative. As seen in Seljak (2009) , stochasticity can have a substantial impact on every aspect of the general multi-tracer problem. The addition of interstellar medium physics makes this stochasticity difficult to model. There is some evidence that there is significant scatter around a mean L(M) relation (Li et al. 2016 ), but we have very little idea now how large that scatter will be, and even less about how much we expect the line ratios in individual galaxies to vary. And again, we have found that even a relatively small variation matters for this measurement. We leave a full treatment of stochasticity effects for future work.
There are several other approximations we have made here to focus on the specific effects we wanted to illustrate. Our focus was limited to f NL measurements, a full analysis would need to simultaneously fit for the full range of astrophysical and cosmological parameters, which may intro-duce degeneracies. We neglected effects of anisotropy in the power spectrum, which would further complicate the analysis (Moradinezhad Bernal et al. 2019; . Finally, we did not include any foreground contamination in our forecasts. The impact of foregrounds on intensity mapping varies wildly depending on which line is being considered. CO(1-0) surveys are only mildly contaminated (Chung et al. 2017 ), but the CO(8-7) map would have to contend with lower-order CO transitions coming from lower redshifts. It is possible that this contamination could be removed, either by masking out contaminated regions (Gong et al. 2012; Sun et al. 2018) , or by exploiting power spectrum anisotropies (Lidz & Taylor 2016; Cheng et al. 2016 ). The problem is even worse for 21 cm surveys, as diffuse emission from the Milky Way is often 3-5 orders of magnitude brighter than the cosmological signal (Oh & Mack 2003; Wang et al. 2006; Liu & Tegmark 2011). bias 2 bias 1 Figure 5 . Fisher forecasted multi-tracer σ f NL curves for different values of s × . We note the degeneracy peak at the same-bias point only occurs for high s × values. The multi-tracer σ f NL curves are also bounded above by the single tracer σ f NL value.
Since we are proposing rather futuristic measurements here, it is likely that these foreground problems will be dealt with by the time experiments reach our described sensitivity, but this may still be an important consideration for future studies.
We have presented here an example of a single, hypothetical cross-correlation, but CO(1-0)×CO(8-7) is far from the only possible multi-tracer measurement, and we make no claim that it is necessarily the best or easiest. There are already many LIM cross-correlations under consideration, and more will likely appear as more data become available. Balloon-borne surveys like EXCLAIM can access the bright CII line at the same z ∼ 3 redshift range we consider here (Padmanabhan 2019) . The SPHEREx survey will map a variety of lines over the whole sky (Gong et al. 2017 ). If any of these lines have different biases, then SPHEREx or its successors could make this type of measurement through internal cross-correlations. The multi-tracer correlation between SPHEREx Hα and the 21 cm line has already seen some study (Fonseca et al. 2018) , though without some of the effects we considered here.
CONCLUSIONS
Every aspect of intensity mapping surveys is intimately coupled to the physics of line emission. We have shown here that measurements of the PNG feature in the power spectrum, an effect which is most dominant on Gpc or greater scales, can depend sensitively on pc-scale ISM properties. Intensity maps, with their ability to cover large scales relatively quickly and cheaply, are well-suited to this type of PNG observation, but our work demonstrates that one must care-fully account for the details of this astrophysical coupling. Sub-galactic physics determines the overall signal-to-noise of a LIM measurement, but also determines the average bias of a map, and sets the shot noise level in both the auto-and cross-spectra, all effects which we have shown to be important for f NL . In the model we studied here, we found that including these effects can change forecasted f NL constraints by order unity.
Our example CO correlation illustrates some important aspects of these effects, but it is far from the full picture. As more and more early LIM surveys begin to produce maps, we can try to identify emission lines which have different biases. We can then design future experiments targeting these lines with sufficient sensitivity to exploit the power of multitracer intensity mapping to open new windows into the early universe. Intensity mapping remains a young field. Many of the ways in which it differs from other cosmological observables are only beginning to be explored. Detailed studies like this one of the unique coupling between galactic and cosmological scales will be critical as we seek to reach the full potential of these exciting measurements.
APPENDIX A: CROSS POWER SPECTRA DERIVATION
Consider two intensity map observables, T 1 and T 2 . We divide the map into N c infinitesimal cells, and we consider only the intensity contributed by sources with a CO luminosity between L and L + dL. The infinitesimal cells are defined small enough such that the number of source emitters within each cell is either zero or 1. The intensity in cell i from these sources is
Where N i (L) = 0 or 1 is the number of emitters within the cell, while C LT is the conversion factor as defined in Equation 9. The intensity mapping cross-power spectrum P × (k) is defined in a similar manner to the auto power spectrum:
where the tilde indicates a Fourier Transform
Next, we split the contributions to P × (k) into first contributions from different cells (i j) and then contributions from the same cells. We also consider sources with different luminosities. Starting with the two-source part, we have
If we assume mass-luminosity relations for our two target lines, then LN(L)dL = L(M)N(M)dM, and we have
The expectation value N i (M) = dn/dMδV. With this and an assumption of a linear bias b(M) we obtain
where ξ m is the matter two-point correlation function. Carrying out the Fourier transform yields
We can then integrate over all possible halo masses to get
We turn now to the term where i = j, which encodes the correlation of each source with itself. With our massluminosity models assumed, we have
Continuing to take advantage of the properties of N i , we can write
where the Dirac delta function enforces that M 1 and M 2 must be the same if both refer to the same halo. We can then write
Integrating over M 1 and M 2 then leaves
Combining Eqs. (A8) and (A12) yields our full form for the cross-power spectrum:
APPENDIX B: SAME-BIAS CASE Here we will demonstrate that the multi-tracer analysis loses much of its advantages in the case where the two lines have the same bias. Note that our definition of the intensity mapping bias is independent of the overall normalization of L(M), so we can have two lines with different average intensities that none the less have the same bias. Let us consider this case by defining
First, let us consider the case where we have only one line, and we do not have access to the multi-tracer method. In this case, our covariance matrix C only has one entry, P 1 (k) + P N , and the single-tracer Fisher matrix simply becomes
We can easily see how this would simplify in the two extreme limits, where the survey is noise-dominated,
and in the sample variance limit,
Now we turn to the multi-tracer case. Under our assumption that L 1 (M) and L 2 (M) have the same slope, and taking the s × parameter in P shot × to be 1, we have:
with the simplified assumption that C LT,1 = C LT,2 . Further, we see under our assumptions, P 2 (k) = A 2 P 1 (k). Our covariance matrix then becomes C(k) = P 1 (k) P × (k) P × (k) P 2 (k) = P 1 (k) + P N AP 1 (k) AP 1 (k) A 2 P 1 (k) + P N ,
where we have assumed for simplicity that both surveys have the same noise. Running this through the Fisher formula yields
Let us consider again the two noise limits. In the noisedominated case, this reduces to
If the two lines are identical, i.e. if A = 1, we get
In other words, σ f NL (P N P 1 ) = 1 2 σ ST f NL (P N P 1 ).
This makes intuitive sense. We get a factor of two improvement from having two different noise realizations, but no additional improvement beyond that.
In the sample variance limit, we have
In other words, if we are sample-variance limited and the two lines differ only in amplitude then the second map adds no additional cosmological information. Intuitively, it cannot add anything because the second map will only be the first multiplied by a constant. This is why most of our constraints above converge to the single tracer case when b 1 = b 2 . Furthermore, we note that the degeneracy described in the sample variance limit only exists in the case with b 1 = b 2 . We prove this by showing that for b 1 b 2 , it is not possible for Equation B5 to be satisfied, and thus Equations B6 to B11 would not apply.
Observe that by the definition of halo bias in intensity mapping given by Equation 11, b 1 = b 2 if and only if L 1 (M) = L 2 (M). We also note that for Equation B5 to be satisfied, the cross shot noise spectrum P shot 
And would thus not yield the type of degeneracy derived here and shown Figures 3 through 5. As a result, we can conclude that measuring multiple tracers with different astrophysical L(M) would always yield a lower σ f NL than measurements with a single tracer, and equality between multitracer and single-tracer measurements only occurs for lines with similar bias and luminosity models L(M).
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